Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, there is an ever increasing demand for multimedia consumer devices for mobile and home use. Due to the rapid advances in video products such as digital cameras, camcorders, storage devices (DVDs) and the explosion of the internet, the digital video "for every one" is now becoming a reality. Many consumers want to have digital video where ever they go and where ever they are. The main business motivation of broadcasting and telecommunications organizations is to achieve the highest possible user-perceived added value to terminals with the lowest possible resources, particularly the bandwidth. Therefore, video compression has become an important area of research and enabled a variety of consumer applications including video storage on DVD and video CD's, digital video broadcast over cable, satellite and terrestrial digital television and video conferencing and videophone.
Over the last ten years, mesh-based coding schemes have achieved excellent results in image coding [1] - [9] . Meshbased coding of image deals with dividing the image domain into a total of M non-overlapping mesh elements and then using a two-dimensional interpolation to reconstruct the intensity over each element. Mesh generation is a significant component of mesh-based coding. Available methods such as [5] provide an accurate node placement mechanism to 1 P. Kocharoen represent high quality reconstructed images, but the required number of nodes is still high. If this number is reduced, the quality deteriorates rapidly with these techniques.
For moving images, the waveform-based coding reduces the redundant information between inter-frames by using motion estimation and compensation.
Many motion estimation techniques are introduced. The commonly used motion estimation technique in all standard video codecs is the block matching algorithm (BMA) where an MxN pixels sized block of the reference frame is searched in the current frame by minimizing the mean square error (MSE) over all positions within the search range [12] . Tekalp [1] , [10] introduced a mesh-based motion model which is used the polygonal patches, triangles or quadrangles, for inter-frame coding instead of block matching model. Mesh-based modeling can deform the polygon patches by the movements of the nodes from the current frame into the reference frame and the texture inside each patch is warped using the affine transform.
On the other hand, a picture in the mesh-based interpolative image coding is represented by a number of nodes with parameters of position and color [2] - [9] . The basic principle of mesh-based interpolative coding is different from the wellknown waveform-based coding techniques, i.e. DCT and wavelet transform which form the most image and video coding standards [11] . For moving pictures, both node position and color parameters of only a subset of nodes may change from frame to frame. Therefore the coder transmits only these changes to the decoder. At the receiver, the received node movement and color modification parameters are employed then the images can be reconstructed. There are many publications in mesh-based image coding, e.g. [2] - [9] but only a few present the method of mesh-based inter-frame video coding. Baum presents an optimization method for inter-frame coding which is called node tracking [2] . The node tracking method optimizes the mesh structure of consequent frames by adding, removing and insertion of nodes in the reference frame. The node tracking method can be used in the sequences with moderate object movement but if new objects occur or if there is any foreground change, this method could face difficulties.
In this paper, we propose a low bit-rate mesh-based video coding method. This method reduces the required number of nodes in intra-frame coding while maintaining image quality. In addition, the proposed inter-frame coding method is able to deal with the occurrence of new objects and also with major foreground scene changes. The paper is organized as follows. The proposed methods and the system are described in Section II, III. Processing results of intra-and inter-frame are presented in Section IV.
II. INTRA-FRAME CODING
We use the same image function and notations as given in [6] 
where f(x n ) is location and intensity of x n . x n are vertices n=1,2,3 of D m . g m (x) is the interpolated intensity value of the missing pixels within the triangle D m .
The reconstructed image is :
In natural pictures, many areas show a flat color or smooth texture known as a low-frequency feature [6] . The intensity of pixels in such areas is similar, and thus only a few sparsely placed nodes are sufficient to construct the mesh elements in these regions. On the other hand, in areas containing such high-frequency features as object edges, a dense distribution of nodes is required. The proposed method also applies a Laplacian filter [13] to extract a feature map from the image space. A novel node elimination technique [4] is then applied to remove the nodes without significantly affecting image quality.
The proposed method is described briefly as follows. The initial nodes are located from the crowded sampling points by intensity feature filtering method which is based on theoretical error bound of a mesh representation [5] . Insignificant nodes are then removed using a node elimination technique, which is described in detail in section II-B. As a result of node elimination, the number of nodes is drastically reduced and there remain only a few samples to be coded. Next, Hilbert scan, node color quantization and Huffman encoding are applied to reduce the amount of transmitted information [14] . After which, all nodes are triangulated in order to be connected by the meshes using a number of non-overlapping triangles. The reproduced image is constructed from the interpolated intensity of the pixels within a triangle by a linear combination of the three vertices of the triangle [15] . In order to achieve a unique triangular mesh without transmitting side information about the mesh topology, the Delaunay mesh is used [16] , [17] .
A. Image Intensity Feature-Map Extraction
The second derivative of the intensity distribution of pixels provides a zero value in the middle of a double, bi-directional peak for either type of transition -light to dark or dark to light. These can be used to identify the position of the edge [13] , [18] .
The usual way of looking for intensity discontinuities is to run a special mask or window over the image. The Laplacian operator is a second-order derivative that can also be used for detecting intensity changes. This operator is defined as follows:
The mask of the two-dimensional Laplacian operator at each pixel (i,j) is computed as follows: 
In order to extract the intensity feature from the image, we adopted the Laplacian filter in [5] , [13] . For some specific image, such as a high contrast image or a bi-level intensity image, a single threshold level may not give a satisfying result.
The bi-level intensity image gives ambiguous significant nodes when the intensity feature filtering with a single threshold is applied. This leads to ineffective node removal in the node elimination procedure. The method could remove incorrect nodes and resulting in low quality reconstructed image. Therefore, a more complex threshold is introduced where the intensity feature-map 
B. Node Elimination Procedure
Node elimination is the major component of adaptive mesh generation [4] . The concept of a node elimination procedure is simple and straightforward. First, we calculate the mean square error (MSE) between the values of intensity within the convex hull of the original image and the reconstructed image after removal of a node. If the MSE exceeds a predefined threshold, the removed node is recovered; otherwise, the node remains eliminated. Every node, from first to last, is examined.
The initial node locations X N are identified using the result of (6) . Let x i = (x i ,y i ) ∈ X N where the set of node points X N =[x 1 , x 2 ,...,x n ]. For any x i ∈ X N , X N \x i indicates removing node x i from the total set of nodes X N . After that the Delaunay triangles have to be 'locally' re-triangulated or updated. The node elimination procedure can be represented as follows:
where Delaunay triangles D m =D(X), the eliminated x i triangles = D(X\x i ), μ = the pre-defined threshold level, e = number of removed nodes.
The reconstructed image can be represented using (1) as:
The difference between the reconstructed and the original image is measured using the mean square error
. The measurement is formulated as: The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) can be calculated using the result of (8):
If either the number of existing nodes or the PSNR of the image is not satisfied by the first removal pass, more loops are executed with an adjustable error threshold in order to reach the desired number of nodes or the PSNR.
C. Delaunay Triangulation
Delaunay triangulation, D, exists and is unique for V, if V is a set of vertices (nodes) in a general position, i.e., no three nodes are on the same line and no extra node is on the circle which is constructed from the three vertices, for a twodimensional set of nodes. Delaunay triangulation D of V, was first introduced by Delaunay [19] . Any circle in the plane is said to be empty if it contains no extra vertex of V in its interior (Vertices are permitted on the circle). A triangle is said to be Delaunay if and only if its circumcircle is empty. The Delaunay mesh is used in order to achieve a unique triangular mesh without transmitting side information about the mesh topology [17] .
D. Interpolation
The values for color intensity, which are within the triangle obtained by the three nodes, are reconstructed by interpolation [20] . Interpolation is one of the most important aspects of the mesh-based coding as it is used both in the node elimination procedure and in the image reconstruction procedure. Let T(x i , y i ) be an interpolated function and n s be the number of node points where s i = (p i , c i ), i ∈{1, 2, …, n s }, with positions of nodes p i = (x i , y i ) and nodes colors c i . The color intensity inside the triangular region can be calculated by the equations introduced in [2] .
E. Hilbert Scanning
Hilbert curve scanning is used because the path scan order of this method starts from one local area to another local area until a two-dimensional space is filled up. This has an advantage if the neighboring nodes have similar positions and similar colors, as it can be performed effectively when differential coding is applied. An example with a description of Hilbert scanning can be found in [21] .
F. Quantization and Entropy Coding
It was demonstrated in [22] , that the color quantization of nodes is less critical than the quantization of the node path scan order. Small modifications in the node locations can have a significant effect on the mesh structure and this results in a degradation of image quality. Therefore, only the node colors are quantized in order to increase the coding efficiency. After quantization of the node colors, the differential encoding is applied followed by Huffman encoding in the final step to compact the information before transmission.
G. Computational Complexity
In this section, the computational complexity of the proposed node elimination procedure is analyzed. The computational complexity can be determined from several parts. The construction of the Delaunay triangle from initial nodes X N results in a complexity of O(X N log X N ). Node elimination requires updating only the local triangles, thus only local nodes x local are used for calculation where x local << X N . Then the complexity of local retriangulation is O(x local log x local ) where O(x local log x local ) << O(X N log X N ). The nodes are executed from the first to the last node, hence the complexity becomes X N O(x local log x local ).
Altogether, this shows that the asymptotic complexity is at most:
Finally, the node elimination loop is executed R times in order to reach the desired number of nodes or PSNR therefore the asymptotic complexity becomes at most:
III. INTER-FRAME CODING

A. Inter-frame Mesh Generation
Two methods of the inter-frame mesh generation, brute force and feature filtering method are described next. Brute force method is based on the node tracking method in [2] whereas the feature filtering method is based on the adaptive mesh generation in [4] .
1) Brute Force Method
Here the node generation is carried out for inter-frames in two steps. First, motion estimation determines a coarse motion vector for each node of the reference frame, using a block matching algorithm [12] , [23] . A 15x15 pixel sized block of the reference frame, with the node as the center, is searched in the current frame by minimizing the mean square error (MSE) over all positions within the search range. Applying these motion vectors to the node positions of the previous frame, the node generator creates an initial mesh. Starting from this mesh, the final node positions are determined by an iterative node movement procedure. The nodes are repeatedly moved by one pixel in any direction, at a time, to find the optimum position. The steps for these methods are shown next.
a) Block Matching Motion Estimation (BMA)
The principle of the BMA is to apply a translational motion model to subblocks of the image. For every block, the matching measure is based on the Displaced Frame Difference (DFD) [24] . The DFD expresses the difference between the luminance of the image at current frame (t) and the luminance of the image at reference frame (t-dt). The displacement vector in x and y direction are dx and dy respectively.
DFD(x,y,dx,dy,t) = I(x+dx,y+dy,t-dt) -I(x,y,t) (13) where I(x+dx,y+dy,t-dt) and I(x,y,t) describe the reference and current image plane respectively.
The aim of the motion estimation is to determine the vector that minimizes the DFD. The criteria that is used in this context to compute the value of the DFD over a precise region is called the mean square error ( ) ( )
. Equation (8) can be used for calculation the MSE.
The implementation of block matching motion estimation to the mesh-based video coding is described below:
i. The image I(t-dt) is partitioned to a set of subblocks of size (i by j) with nodes as the center of the subblocks.
ii. All subblocks in the current image I(t) are moved to all possible locations and MSE within the blocks is calculated.
iii. The motion vectors corresponding to the positions with the lowest MSE are obtained.
b) Brute-force inter-frame mesh generation method
The procedure of brute-force inter-frame mesh generation method is described below:
i. Determine a coarse motion vector of each node using a 15x15 pixel sized block matching whose center is the position of the node.
ii. Applying the motion vectors to the node positions of the previous frame to generate initial nodes. • Move x i,non-zero vector by one pixel in any direction, at a time.
• Locally update triangle and check whether PSNR is equal a target PSNR. The condition is then satisfied and the procedure ends. This method generates high correlation among new nodes and reference nodes and thus can achieve efficient entropy coding in the following step. On the other hand, the technique also needs several node movement iterations, which causes the method to be slow.
2) Feature Filtering Method Feature filtering method obtains new node locations for inter frames in three steps.
First, motion estimation determines coarse static nodes by using a block matching algorithm. Applying these results, i.e., motion vectors from the block matching algorithm to the node positions of the previous frame, initial coarse nodes of the current frame are created. The new nodes which have no motion are then classified to be static nodes. Second, a triangular mesh and image are constructed from new nodes and MSE of each local triangle within the image is calculated. The nodes of the triangles which have MSE above the predefined threshold are then removed from the static nodes list. Then triangular mesh from the static nodes is constructed and the sampling points that are located inside the static triangle areas are filtered out. The sampling points which are located outside the static triangle are then defined to be dynamic nodes. Finally, the node elimination method [4] is applied to the dynamic nodes to remove the insignificant sampling points.
Furthermore, this method locates new nodes from the crowded sampling points by intensity feature filtering method [14] which is based on theoretical error bound of a mesh representation [5] . Hence the unpredicted objects in the image can be handled automatically. The details of this procedure are given below. 
The initial static nodes are used to construct the triangular mesh and an initial image. The nodes within the triangles which have MSE above the predefined threshold are then removed from the static nodes list. 
where μ s = the predefined threshold, normally μ s =30 Equation (9) is used to calculate MSE of each local triangle within the image.
Dynamic nodes registration: Equation (6) is used to extract the feature map from the image and to locate initial sampling points. After that, triangular mesh from the static nodes using (2) is constructed and the sampling points that are located inside the static triangle areas are filtered out. Then, the sampling points which are located outside the static triangle are defined to be dynamic nodes. The node elimination method is finally applied to the dynamic nodes to remove the insignificant sampling points. (X n,dynamic \x i ) is described as removing node x i from the total set of nodes X n,dynamic where the Delaunay triangles have to be 'locally' updated. The node elimination procedure can be represented as follows. 
where Delaunay triangules D m =D(X n,dynamic ), the eliminated x i triangles = D(X n,dynamic \x i ),
.., max(X n,dynamic ), e = number of removed nodes.
This technique produces low correlation among new nodes and reference nodes and thus a higher number bits are required for entropy coding in the next step. On the other hand, the unpredicted objects in the image can be handled by using this method.
B. Mesh Based Inter-Frame Coding
Based on the results of the previous section, we introduce a technique that can benefit from the correlation of successive frames in the image sequences. In mesh based video coding, the difference of image frames is represented by the number of changed nodes with node position and color parameters. Only the changes in partial nodes from frame to frame are coded in order to benefit from the interframe coding. The characteristic of scene transition affects the method of coding the interframe. In low bit-rate video communication such as videoconference or video on mobile phone, the scene is mostly on human face and shoulders with only some motion. Therefore, the proposed method is limited to the scenes that have modulated object movements located in the center of the scene. We classify types of the limited condition scene change into four categories which are: 1) High DFD motion, 2) Low DFD motion, 3) Occurrence of new objects, and 4) Major foreground change. Different types of interframes are coded by different techniques with respect to rate and distortion.
1) High DFD motion
High DFD motion vector is coded by brute force method.
2) Low DFD motion
Low DFD motion vector is coded by modifying the brute force method. The block-matching algorithm is applied to all nodes in the reference frame in order to find the initial motion vectors. After that an iterative node movement procedure is applied on the nodes which contain non-zero motion vector until the optimum node positions are determined.
3) Occurrence of new objects
Occurrence of new objects is handled by inserting extra nodes. First, modified brute-force or brute-force method is applied. Then, the image is reconstructed with some areas containing high error values. These areas correspond to the occurrence of new objects. Extra nodes are then inserted to handle the new object areas.
4) Major foreground change
Major foreground change is coded by using the intensity feature filtering method.
The feature filtering method achieves new node locations for inter frames in three steps. First, motion estimation determines coarse static nodes by using a block-matching algorithm for generating the static nodes. Second, the dynamic nodes located within the high MSE triangles are identified. Finally, the node elimination method is applied to the dynamic nodes to remove the insignificant nodes.
IV. RESULTS OF VIDEO PROCESSING
A. Results of Intra-frame Mesh Generation
First frame of many QCIF video sequences was used as test images. The mesh generation method was applied to the first frames of many standard test QCIF video sequences -'Akiyo', 'Carphone', 'Claire', 'Foreman', 'Grandma', 'Miss America', 'Mother and Daughter', 'Salesman', and 'Suzie'. These sequences are in format YUV 4:2:0 in which Y, U, and V are processed separately. Most significant information is in the Luminance (Y) part thus the results focus only on this part. The first step in the proposed method is to create the image feature maps, which are obtained from the first frame of each sequence. The standard mask, which is used in this operation, was implemented in (4). Image feature map are extracted and the initial nodes are placed by screening the feature map with a specific threshold level (i.e. τ = 3). Then the node elimination procedure is applied. Using three-passes of node elimination with the reference MSE set to 30, the remaining nodes are obtained (see Table I ). These nodes are used to construct the image mesh structures. An example of a mesh structure is shown in Fig. 1(b) . A two-dimensional linear interpolation is used to produce the reconstructed images. An example of the first frame of Akiyo reconstructed image is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) with PSNR=33.07dB. 
B. Comparison with the results from other mesh generation methods
The proposed method is compared with the results of three sub-optimum methods taken from [5] which are: 1) adaptive sampling by Yang's method; 2) adaptive sampling by Garcia's method; 3) a quadtree method. In addition, it is also compared to a mesh optimization by Baum's method [2] . The comparison is based on a 128x128 'Peppers' standard test image where the mesh generation methods are implemented on a 2.8GHz Pentium-4 computer. The numerical results are shown in Table II . The Yang's method performs best among the existing sub-optimum methods, which uses 4081 nodes to reconstruct the image with PSNR=28.94dB. However, the results as presented in Table II show that the proposed method is better than all existing sub-optimum schemes. Even though the numbers of nodes is half that of Yang's method, PSNR of the proposed method is 31.70 dB, which is 2.76dB more than the Yang's method. In addition, as the PSNR values of the reconstructed images are approximately the same, the proposed method performs well even when it uses only 1302 nodes. The mesh optimization method in [2] performs well but the processing time is very long because each node is moved, deleted and inserted in all directions in many iteration steps in order to obtain the optimum solution. The number of operations in [2] at each node point can be found as follows: move 8 times, add 8 times, and remove 1 times. The total number of operations for a single iteration is 17 times with around 10 such loops required. Therefore, the number of operations is at most 170N times, where N = total number of nodes.
The number of operations in our method at each node point is only removing 1 times and requiring 3 loops. Thus, the number of operations is at most 3N times.
The proposed method reduces the processing steps from 170N times to 3N times. Thus the processing time is expected to be much less than that in [2] . Simulation results in table I show that this method can reduce the processing time from more than an hour to only 3 minutes. On the other hand, the reconstructed image quality of the proposed method is worse than the optimum method in [2] , but it still performs the best among all sub-optimum methods as shown in Table II .
The results show that the proposed mesh generation method outperforms the existing sub-optimum methods. It works well for all kinds of natural images, i.e., textures, smooth background, sharp edges, and smooth/sharp transitional regions. The proposed scheme is suitable for videophone applications, e.g. 'Claire', 'Miss America', and 'Mother', whose scenes contain the human face with a smooth background. In these cases the reconstructed images require a small number of nodes while preserving good PSNR values. However, for images which have finer details or a complicated background, the proposed scheme requires a higher number of nodes for the reconstruction of the images, e.g., 'Baboon' and 'Barbara'. Therefore, the mesh-based image coding is excellent for applications which have objects with smooth background.
C. Results of Intra-frame Coding
A test of image compression was carried out for the first frame of many grayscale standard test QCIF video sequences. Some of the test images have the property of a smooth background, e.g. 'Claire', 'Mother', 'Miss America', and 'Suzie'. The others have more complex information in the background, e.g., 'Akiyo', 'Carphone', 'Foreman', 'Grandma', and 'Salesman'.
The first step of the proposed image compression method is to generate adaptive meshes which are obtained from the first frame of the test sequences. The remaining node positions are described in path scan order using Hilbert scan. Node colors are quantized. Then both node positions and colors are differentially encoded. The information is then entropy encoded using the Huffman code. The numerical results of encoding images are given in Table I . The encoding is based on 5-bit quantization so the quantized symbols are {0, 1,...,31}. In the image reconstruction, the received node positions and colors are used to produce the mesh structure. The image is then reconstructed from a two-dimensional linear interpolation.
D. The Effect of Node Eliminating Order
Node elimination is a local procedure. Once a node is eliminated, the following examinations take the previous removals into account. Therefore, the order of examination may affect the performance of the algorithm. Three types of node eliminating order; normal, reverse, and random, are tested. The normal node eliminating order is processed start from the first to last node whereas the reverse node elimination order is processed from the last to first node. In addition, a binary pseudonoise sequence (or maximum length sequence) [25] is used to generate the random node eliminating order. The results are plotted and shown in Fig. 2 . The results show that the order of examinations affects the performance of the algorithm and the sequential eliminating order, normal and reverse, performs better than the random eliminating order. 
E. Comparison with Other Image Compression Schemes
The proposed method is compared here with DCT and Wavelet compression scheme which are implemented by JPEG and JPEG2000 image compression standards respectively. The comparison is based on the first frame of the grayscale 'Claire' standard test sequence and implemented on a 2.8GHz Pentium-4 computer. The 'nconvert' [26] and 'jasper' [27] software are used to convert the test images into JPEG and JPEG2000 format correspondingly. The subjective results are shown in Fig.3 and the numerical results are presented in Fig.4 . The subjective results show that the proposed method performs the best among the existing methods, representing sharp edges without ringing and blocking artifacts. The numerical results presented in Fig.4 show that the proposed method is slightly worse than the Wavelet schemes in terms of the higher number of bits used per picture. However, both the visual quality and the object quality of the proposed method are much better than those of the others without producing ringing and blocking artifacts. 
F. Results of Inter-Frame Processing
This section implements a mesh based interframe coding method to compress video sequences. Standard QCIF sequences 'Akiyo', 'Claire', 'Grandma', 'Miss America', and 'Mother' are used as test sequences. The test sequences are coded at 10 frames per second, i.e. each third frame of the original sequence is processed and only the Luminance parts are shown. The interframe coder is run without rate control.
The initial task of the proposed method is to create a coarse motion vector for each node of the reference frame, using a block matching algorithm and to check the types of scene transition. A suitable method is selected for each type of the scene change with respect to rate and distortion. Only the node color is quantized before applying differential and Huffman coding, in order to increase the coding efficiency. The quantization is based on 5 bits so the quantized symbols are {0, 1,…, 31}. The proposed method compresses the node parameters which are locations, motion vectors and colors, with differential and Huffman coding. The merit factor is measured by their PSNR values, while the compression rate is kilo bits per second (kbps).
The sample frames of the 'Akiyo' and 'Claire' test sequence are displayed in Fig.5 . The numerical results of the test sequences are shown in Table III. From Table III , the average PSNR of the 'Claire' reconstructed sequence is 32.96dB. It can be seen that, the number of average nodes changed per frame for interframe coding is only 50.70 nodes, which is 6.22% of the number of the nodes in the intra frame. 
G. Comparison to the Existing Low Bit-rate Video Coding Standard
This section compares the proposed method with the existing low bit-rate video coding standard. The color QCIFsized of Claire sequence is used as a test sequence. The test sequence is coded at 10 frames per second, i.e. Each third frame of the original sequence is processed. The interframe coders are run without rate control. The PSNR of each frames are calculated by average all PSNR in R, G, and B color space. Figure 6 shows results of the comparison. The average PSNR of the test sequence from frame 0 to 99 of mesh-based coding, H.263 and H.264 are 32.20, 31.77 and 34.49 dB at bit-rate 6.29 kbps, 6.30 kbps, and 6.36 kbps respectively.
For the comparison results, the performance of the proposed mesh-based coding is better than the H.263 video coding standard whereas it is worse than the H.264 video coding standard by about 2 dB. The Figure 7 shows the sample pictures of the test sequence encoded with Mesh-based coding, H.263, and H.264 respectively. Comparing the objective quality of the proposed mesh-based coding method with the H.263 and H.264 standard, it is observed that the proposed mesh-based method provides sharp edges without ringing and blocking artifacts whereas the H.263 provides both ringing and blocking artifacts. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Mesh based coding for image and video compression have been previously presented by many researchers, e.g. [1] - [9] . The proposed node elimination method with a feature map extraction for intra-frame coding aims to improve the mesh generation efficiency which constitute:
• Fast generating mesh structure.
• Adaptive mesh structure on the video scene contents.
• Constructing the triangular mesh with low number of nodes.
Three techniques are presented to code difference scene changes in inter-frame coding which are the brute-force, the modified brute-force and the feature filtering method. The brute-force and the modified brute-force inter frame coding performs well but the processing takes long time. On the other hand, the feature filtering method can reduce the processing steps for constructing interframes. It is also capable to handling the new objects in the scene or a significant change in foreground. However, the correlation between the reference nodes and the new nodes of the feature filtering method is lower than the brute-force method which leads to inefficient entropy encoding. Therefore, different types of interframes are coded by different techniques or they can be combined with respect to rate and distortion.
The processing results show that in the scenes containing objects with smooth background, the proposed method provides a good subjective and objective image quality. It also provides objective image quality comparable to the DCT and wavelet schemes in intra-frame coding. In addition, it provides much better visual quality than the other methods without producing ringing and blocking artifacts. However, in the images that have fine details or complicated background, the proposed method requires a higher number of nodes to reconstruct the images. Therefore the wavelet scheme is better than the mesh-based coding in this aspect. For moving images, the results show that the proposed method is better than the H.263 low bit-rate video coding whereas it is worse than that H.264 standard. The processing results show that the proposed method is suitable for low bit-rate video applications. For example, the results of the human face with smooth background, i.e. Claire, Miss America, and Mother preserve good PSNR values while requiring a small amount of bits, less than 10kbps.
The major drawback of the proposed method is that it requires iterations in the encoder side hence the increase in coding time is significant. Because of this reason, the proposed technique is not suitable for real-time applications. However at the decoder side, the picture can be reconstructed simply by constructing the mesh structure and interpolating their node colors. This could be applied to mobile video broadcasting for low-cost mobile handsets as the proposed method has a low computation complexity at the decoder which leads to low battery consumption.
